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TowerOne – Cell Site Management

ABOUT TOWERONE
TowerOne offers customers a tower sharing solution to centralise all site
information into one platform, whilst using unique techniques to obtain
additional tenants per site. The management of leases, billing and the
tower sharing processes are all captured in Towerone. Towerone is the
complete one stop end to end solution for tower sharing companies to
manage their cell sites.

‘’ The complete one stop end to end
solution for tower sharing companies
to manage their cell site infrastructure’’

The performance and success of each and every project is directly linked
to the performance and operation of each individual site. Real-time
information,on site statistics and assets are crucial to making key
decisions. TowerOne has been designed by experienced telecom and
network engineers to allow you to remotely manage multiple sites and to
optimise your site performance.

KEY FEATURES TOWERONE
VALUE PROPOSITION
Tower Sharing Process Management

A Complete Central View of the Cell Site

Task Management for Cell Site Maintenance &Tank Refueling

TowerOne was designed purely for tower
sharing. From one central interface
TowerCo’s have complete visibility of their
infrastructure. This allows them to
effectively manage the tower sharing
processes and to improvetenant ratio per
site.

Dashboard Views of Cell Site Infrastructure Performance
Central Documentation Control
Lease Management and Billing Control
Site Auditing and Quality Control
Access Management System
Asset Management
Potential and Current Customer Web Portal
Security Management
RMS Integration

Monetizing Cell Site by Sharing
Within a controlled customer web portal,
TowerOne allows the TowerCo to promote
the availability of their current
infrastructure towards potential tenants.
This ultimately enables the monetisation of
the cell site when simple rental processes
are implemented.
Infrastructure monitoring
By using intelligent RMS controllers and
sensors, the TowerOne NOC user
interface, Siteone, enables TowerCo’s to
have complete visibility of the cell site
performance.

